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Colors represented on this electronic chart may not exactly match actual material. All colors should be verified using actual metal samples. Mismatch of
electronic representations and actual material shall not be accepted as cause for rejection. Many finishes are production batch-specific and may result in slight
variations in visual match. Do not mix or use materials purchased from separate sales orders on individual projects. Visual variation between separate order
batches used on individual projects shall not constitute cause for rejection or claim. 
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Ultra Low Gloss PVDF Finishes
Cool coatings with premium heat-reflective technology and Ultra-Low Gloss, Low-Sheen technology from Dura Coat.
Dura Coat Durapon 70™ Full-Strength 70% PVDF Pre-Finished Steel Flat Sheets & Coil
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Product Overview:
CMG’s Ultra Low Gloss PVDF is a new low-gloss, low-sheen finish
line for the metal roofing and construction industry. Featuring
ultra-low light reflectance ratings backed by Dura Coat’s
premium Durapon 70™ Full-Strength 70% PVDF resins and
proprietary ultra-durable acrylic coatings. Offered in 7 standard
stocked colors, Ultra Low Gloss is also available in custom color
match applications.

FAQ:
What warranty does Ultra Low Gloss carry?

Ultra Low Gloss PVDF offers a 40-year finish warranty. The
same warranty issued for other CMG Full-Strength 70%
PVDF finishes. 

Does Ultra Low Gloss offer any performance benefits?
Ultra Low Gloss PVDF minimizes oil-canning and light glare
and carries superior durability in abrasion testing to similar
low-gloss SMP paint finishes.

What gauges and widths are offered?
Ultra Low Gloss PVDF is available in standard 40" and 48"
master coil widths over 24ga substrate for a wide variety of
efficient coil slitting options 

Are touch-up paints available? 
Color-matched PVDF paint pens for scratch repairs are
stocked and available. Larger formats available upon request

Are other colors offered?
Ultra Low Gloss PVDF is available for custom color matching.
Please contact your local sales representative for further
information.
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** Premium Finish
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Ultra Low Gloss PVDF Finishes
Cool coatings with premium heat-reflective technology and Ultra-Low Gloss, Low-Sheen technology from Dura Coat.
Dura Coat Durapon 70™ Full-Strength 70% PVDF Pre-Finished Steel Flat Sheets & Coil

PAINT FINISH SUBSTRATE WIDTH SRI REFLECT EMISS

Burnished Slate 24ga 40" / 48" 25 26.40% 0.85

Carbon 24ga 40" / 48" 0 5.80% 0.85

Charcoal Gray 24ga 40" / 48" 2 7.50% 0.88

Dark Bronze 24ga 40" / 48" 20 23.00% 0.85

Deep Black 22ga / 24ga 40" / 48" 0 5.10% 0.85

Iron Ore 24ga 40" / 48" 26 26.90% 0.85

Slate Gray 24ga 40" / 48" 36 34.70% 0.84

www.cmgmetals.com

Tip: Always consult your CMG Sales
Representative when deciding between
different finish options for your project

More: CMG has many more documents and
informational tools available on our
website. If you can't find what you're
looking for, give us a call!

Colors represented on this electronic chart may not exactly match actual material. All colors should be verified using actual metal samples. Mismatch
of electronic representations and actual material shall not be accepted as cause for rejection. Many finishes are production batch-specific and may
result in slight variations in visual match. Do not mix or use materials purchased from separate sales orders on individual projects. Visual variation
between separate order batches used on individual projects shall not constitute cause for rejection or claim. 

Durapon 70 Low Gloss Low Sheen
Durapon 70™ is a full 70% PVDF coating that incorporates a unique acrylic blend
designed to produce a harder, tougher surface that resists abrasion and scratching that
can occur in transit, handling, and installation. Durapon 70™ colors are matched with
cool pigments to meet Energy Star requirements and qualify for LEED’s certification. In
addition, Durapon 70™ can match most colors in the spectrum including metallics
which utilize mica flakes. This high-performance coating is engineered to reduce the
carbon footprint and lower the heat island effect.
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** Premium Finish


